
WHEATON 
COLLEGE 

NORTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02766 

February 27, 1981 

TO: FIPSE Project Advisory Committee 

FROM: Bonnie Spanier and Ruth Schmidt 

Preliminary Proposal for 1981-1982 

We are requesting support for Kathleen Adams as a part-time visiting faculty 
member for both semesters of 1981-1982. Ms. Adams would not fill a "regular" 
faculty position but would be a visiting professor in woments studies with special 
duties appropriate to the goals of the FIPSE Project. 

Kathleen Adams has proved to be a stimulating and knowledgeable colleague 
and teacher this year in Wheaton's Sociology/Anthropology Department. Her exper 
tise in the area of women and anthropology was evident in her presentation in 
the January Workshop and is reflected in the content of her courses. Her involve 
ment in women's studies has moved her to interdisciplinary perspectives presented, 
for example, in an unusual and highly provocative talk on Halloween night entitled, 
"Women, Witches, and Wicthcraft: An Anthropological View." She is responsible for 
Eleanor Leacock's two-day visit to Wheaton. In addition, she was invited by stu 
dents toworkwith Women's Voice as its faculty advisor. Kathleen has also volun 
teered to help the Project Associate develop the evaluation procedure for the im- 

> 
pact of the FIPSE project on students. 

We envision a one-half time commitment for Ms. Adams throughout the academic 
year. Her activities on campus would include: a) teaching one course a semester 
(not a regular anthropology course, but an advanced seminar, on the implications 
of the new research about women and the liberal arts curriculum) involving inter 
ested faculty in different disciplines, b) working with the Project Associate as 
a coordinator evaluating the impact of the FIPSE project on Wheaton students, and 
c) functioning as a campus resource in women's studies and its relation to on 
going activities in the college community. 

Budget 

"Visiting Eacu l.t.y" Category 
;2 time for two semesters $8,000 - $10,000 plus benefits 

BS/RS/sc 
Mellon-FIPSE Office 
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WHEATON 
COLLEGE 

NORTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02766 

March 31, 1981 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

FIPSE Project Advisory Committee ./ • / I /J ~f 
Ruth Schmidt and Bonnie Spanier ~ ~- 

Addendum to Proposal, February 27, 1981, for sponsorship of 
Dr. Kathleen Adams, Visiting Associate Professor 

The Committee raised appropriate questions concerning the courses to be 
taught by Professor Adams and after further discussdonand thought, we now 
submit the following clarification and amplification: 

1) Professor Adams' formulation of two one-semester, one unit 
courses, open to all classes, the descriptions of which are 
appended. Both may be taken by the same student for credit. 

2) The Educational Policy Committee will be requested to ap 
prove these two courses_, "The New Scholarship on Women" for 
offering next year as Interdepartmental 299 a and b. Due 
date for new courses to the Educational Policy Committee 
is April 15 . 

.} 

Note that this appointment and these courses are envisioned 
as interim arrangements for the academic year 1981-82. 

Attachment 
RS/BS/sc 
Provost's Office 



WHEATON 
COLLEGE 

NORTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02766 
(617)285-?m 

The New Scholarship on Women: 
Toward a Balanced Curriculum 

Fall 1981, The Natural and Social Sciences 
Spring 1982, Women as Scholars in Contemporary Society 

The goal of Wheaton College's FIPSE grant is to take steps 
toward a balanced curriculum with regard to the new 
scholarship on women. In the interim these two courses 
are proposed to make available to current students the 
perceptions such women's scholarship has generated. These 
courses will focus on meta-issues, particular to our 
times, which call for the redirection of formal disciplines. 
but do not properly belong within any single discipline. 
These courses, then, are designed to serve Wheaton College 
students and involve them in the FIPSE-grant provided 
opportunity to review and rethink the premises of their 
education in 1981-1982 . 

.> 

Of major concern will be ways in which women have faced 
the social, economic, and ideological barriers to them 
in their paths to scholarship. Also, women's review of 
epistemological bases of normative science will be addressed. 
These courses will recognize the stages in a well-formed 
critique and will identify the progress toward such a 
critique in the new scholarship on women. Emphasis will be 
placed on the emergence and challenge of the new scholarship 
on women within the canfons of academe. 

Due to the timely and topical nature of these two courses, 
Wheaton College faculty are an invaluable resource with 
regard to the frontiers of the new scholarship on women 
in their own disciplines. Each semester, two (or perhaps 
three) faculty members will be sought out with whom to 
exchange on a quid pro quo basis. In return for the same 
time in their courses, they will contribute perhaps one 
lecture and participate in one discussion session on the 
new scholarship on women in these courses. 



The first semester's course will concern the new scholarship 
on women in the natural and social sciences. Such books as 
the following will be texts for the course. 

Hubbard, Ruth, Mary Sue Henifin, and Barbara Fried, eds. 
1979 Women Look at Biology Looking at Women: A Collection 

of Feminist Critiques. Cambridge, MA:. Schenkman Pub. Co. 

Merchant, Carolyn 
1980 ~he Death of Nature: Women, Ecology and the 

Scientific Revolution. San Francisco: Harper & Row, Co. 

Eichler, Margrit 
1980 The Double Standard: 

Feminist Social Science. 
A Feminist Critique of 
New York: St. Martin's Press. 

Topics to be covered include: 

1. the naturalist's feminine allegory 

2. the interrelation between social values and sciences 

3. women as scientists 

4. research on the biological bases of sex differences 
and similarities 

5. research on women in society 

6. feminist paradigms and the challenge to natural and 
social sciences 



The second semester's course, a sequel to the first but not 
requiring it, will focus on wbmen as scholars in contemporary 
social life. Women's social roles and scholarship, women's 
social awareness and scholarship, and women's efforts toward 
new social realities through scholarship will be reviewed. 
Such books as nhe following will serve as texts for the 
course. 

Sherman, Julia A., and Evelyn Torten Beck, eds. 
1977 The Prism of Sex: Essays in the Sociology of 

Knowledge. Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press. 

Clark, Lorenne M. G., and Lynda Lange, eds. 
1979 The Sexism of Social and Political Theory. Toronto: 

University of Toronto Press. 

Gilman, Charlotte Perkins 
1979 Herland. Introduced by Ann J. Lane. New York: 

Pantheon Books . 

.> 

Topics to be covered include: 

1. Women's social roles and the role of the scholar 

2. Mary Lyon as a model 

3. social theory lacking regard for women 

4. the premises of a separate but equal social charter 

5. the possibilities of a genderless social life 



WHEATON COLLEGE 

DCT l 0 1980 

PROVOST OFFICE 
WHEATON 

COLLEGE 
NORTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02766 

October 10, 1980 

To: Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education Committee 

From: Kathleen J. Adams and John W. Burton, Anthropology 

Dear FIPSI Committee: 

The Anthropology faculty with the support of the Sociology faculty 
would like to invite Eleanor Burke Leacock to visit campus this spring. 
Professor Leacock is a leading scholar on women and anthropology. Her 
contributions include the introductory essay to Frederick Engles' The 
Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State, the introduction 
to Women and Colonization: Anthropological Perspectives, and the recent 
book Myths of Male Dominance: Collected Articles. Leacock's scope is 
broad and her work intended for audiences beyond anthropology and the 
social sciences. 

We would like to p»opose asking Professor Leacock to extend her 
visit to a few days and be available for a scheduled series of campus 
meetings and activities. In addition to an all-campus address, Leacock 
in this way could meet with interested groups in the Wheaton College 
community: the Anthropology and Sociology faculty, the social sciences 
faculty, The Women's Information Center group, the Sociology/Anthropology 
club, and other student organizations. Leacock's public address would 
be augmented by these more focused meetings and by the consulting process 
which would take place with more time for detailed discussions. 

We enclose a copy of our letter to Professor Leacock and a tentative 
schedule for the best use of her time with the Wheaton College community. 
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October 9, 1980 

Eleanor Burke Leacock 
Department of Anthropology 
City College of the City University of New York 
Convent Avenue & West 136th Street 
New York, NY 10031 

Dear.Dr. Leacock: . , _,., 
• l , , • ~ r, ~ I \ 

This year at _Wheaton College, we are in the first phaae of a project 
entitled Toward a Balanced Curriculum: Integrating the Study of Women into 

.the Liberal Arts. Our first year of three supported by The Fund for the 
Improvement of Postsecondary Education is to be one of self-examination 
and curricula review. We have high expectations for setting new directions 
in our campus~wide undertaking in a women's college. ,. . · ....... , 

•' ..... ·~ >. We who teach anthropology here feel that our subject materials and the , 
perspectives of our discipline have much to contribute to the process of , 

_ ,,·. self-:-review. We are taking full part ·-in·-,course ex~1mfoatlion an_d,·.c~an_ ·ga, ·..--: ~-r~~>.ii:~-?.:i1,~;~f-lft'~'? ... ~.,t.,._·,~ ,,;.:..J •:t 7-,. .. 
in presenting aspects of anthropological research which· include ·women,' and - , ·:, 
in our own research and writing~ 

_,. 

,i 

We would like to invite you to visit.our campus this spring and address 
the Wheaton College community on the topic of women and anthropology. Your . ,,,- 

., ; \, . • a\. ·:Y address would highlight the formative year of our project and help set our 
future dieection in scholarship. If ·possible w~ would like to ask you to 
consider spending with us a longer period of perhaps a few days iu order . 
for us to benefit from your views on our .activities •. Our grant allows at~_';'.'{"t:rq;rl-~"-:l:t'._.;<r.,t.11i 

· daily stipent and of course all expenses. You would choose the time ~•t ·· t ,., "" 1 • 

convenient for you. Please consider visiting us. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen S. Adams 
Associate Professor 

John W. Burton 
Assistant Professor 

•.. ~ .1' 
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Tentative Schedule for Eleanor Burke Leacock's visit to Wheaton College 

Tuesday, March 3 

Arrive in the am at Providence Airport, escorted to campus. 
Lunch with Anthropology & Sociology faculty 
Dinner with Anthropology-Sociology Club 
Campus-wide address in Social Science Lecture Hall, 7:30 pm, 

followed by reception. 

Wednesday, March 4 ·•· 

Morning, workshop with student groups 
Lunch with representatives from Women's Information Center 
Afternoon, workshop w_ith faculty members. 

Anthropology-Sociology Club sponsored celebration in pm. 

,> 

Thursday, March 5 

Morning, open discussion on the contributions of Anthropology 
to the Integrating of the study of Women into the Liberal Arts. 

Lunch with Anthropology majors in Chase Small 
Afternoon, escorted to Providence Airport. 

I 



THE CITY COLLEGE 
OF 

TIIE ClTY UNIVF.RSITY OF NEW YORK 
NI::IV YORK, N.Y. 100:ll 

DEPART;l!ENT OF ANTJ!ROPOLOGY 
('212) G90- 

October 16, 1980 

Kathleen Adams 
John Burton 
Wheaton College 
Norton, Massachusetts 02766 

Dear Professors Adams and Burton: 

I have promised rniself that I was not going to 
accept any invitations to speak this year. Last year I ended 
up doing altogether too much travelling around. However, 
your invitation is one that I fin~ difficult to refuse. I 
like the idea of getting to know your campus and discussing 
curriculum planning with you as well as just giving a talk. 
Therefore I am writing to say that I would like to come to 
Wheaton. 

Late February or early March would be a good time. 
The specific days (two would be all I would be able to manage) 
would depend on how our spring teaching schedules work out. 
Perhaps a Wednesday and Thursday. 

I look forward, when it gets closer to spring, to 
seeing your reports on what you are doing. 

Sincerely, 
_/} 

,l--1.~ .. l-"-'_;.~ ,(__ 

Eleanor Leacock 

EL/hb 

AN EQUAL OPl'ORTUNITY Ell1PLOYER 

I 



October 30, 1980 

Kathleen J. Adams 
Anthropology Department 

Dear Kathleen: 

I am pleased to inform you that the FIPSR Project Advisory Conmittee has 
approved your request for Eleanor Burke Leacock's visit to Wheaton in March 
of 1981. The Committee was very happy to consider yourpptoposal before the 
newly established November 12, 1980 deadline. 

The Committee approved a $300.00 ($150.00 per day) honorarium for 
Dr. Leacock but requested an itemiiaed budget to cover travel and other ex 
penses. Please submit that budget as soon as possible. You may obtain 
the checks for the honorarium and other expenses fa,om Mrs. Desrosiers in 
the Provost's Office. 

I would appreciate receiving a final schedule for Dr. Leacock's visit 
when that becomes available. The Conmittee also requests that you submit 
a report of this event including an evaluation of the effect on curriculum 
development and a final budget. 

,) 

Again, on behalf of the Committee, let me express pur pleasure in 
awarding this grant. we look forward to the benefits to the Wheaton community 
from Dr. Leacock's visit. 

Sincerely, 

Bonnie Spanier 
Asaociate Director 
FIPSE CUrricu.lum Development Project 

BS/sc 
FIPSE Office 

I 



December 10, 1981 

TO: FIPSE-PAC Members 

FROM: Carolyn Prigge 

On behalf of the students in the course "New Scholarship On 
Women", I invite you to share with us in an "evaluation" of our 
class. 

Please come to Knapton 114 on Tuesday, December 15 from 
3:00-3:30 to discuss questions about the impact of this course 
(and other women's studies courses) on students' lives and on the 
Wheaton campus in general. 

See you then! 

.> 



June , 1982 

Kathleen Adams 
165 Erie Street 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 

Dear Kathleen: 

On behalf of the Wheaton community, we want to express our appreciation 
for your contributions to the Balanced Curriculum project this year and wish 
you the very best in your new endeavor. 

Your challenging women's studies courses on the new scholarship on women 
made a great impact on the students, as their evaluations clearly indicate. 
The increased knowledge and feminist consciousness of those students will cer 
tainly be shared and amplified at Wheaton and elsewhere in the coming years. 

Your active involvement in feminist activities of students and faculty 
provided a sophisticated stimulus which has been critically important in the 
development of our understanding and appreciation of women's issues and feminist 
scholarship. You provided much~needed intellectual and psychological support 
for those involved in integration activities under challenging conditions of 
controversy and change. 

Your appreciation of the significance of the Balanced Curriculum project 
is reflected in the collection of materials for the Wheaton archives: writings 
and the classes' collective accomplishments represented by the T-shirts and 
XA Wheaton Diary" poster. 

Very special and weighty thanks from us for the Wheaton community. 

Sincerely, 

Bonnie Spanier 

Ruth Schmidt 



) 



WHEATON 
COLLEGE 

NORTON. MASSACHUSElTS 02766 
(617) 285-7722 

November 24, 1981 

To the FIPSE Committee; 

In addition to teaching The New Scholarship on Women: Feminist 
Critiques of the Natural and Social Sciences course, I have participated 
in the following activities this semester. 

Faculty Advisor to Women's Voice, usually attending the weekly meetings 

Faculty seminars on The Balanced Curriculum, prepared the reading list for 
the December session 

One of three 
I emphasized 
adaptation. 
preparation 

faculty contributors to Fred Kollett's computer modeling course, 
feminist issues in models of human re~roduction and population 
A paper co-authored with Barbara Clinger, Mathematics, is in 

as a result of this collaboration. 

Thomas Osborne's Sociology of Religion class visited the New scholarship on 
Women.course, and ·later I explored feminist approaches to the sociological 
study of religion with them during their class meeting. 

Bonnie Spanier, Balanced Curriculum Project Associate, addressed the New 
Scholarship on ·Women cl~ss on issues concerning women as scientists in 
biology. 

Susan Szczepanski, C. L. E. Moore scholar, Mathematics, M. I. T., addressed 
New Scholarship on Women class and subsequently the Methematics faculty and 
students .on issues concerning women in the field of mathematics 

Trudy Villar's Introduction to Psychology class attended the New Scholarship 
on Women class to participate in a discussion of feminist views of sociobiology. 

Talk to Eva Stigers' Classics class on the life course and machismo from 
a feminist approach 

Planned lecture exchange with K~rsti Yllo, Sociology, on the feminist study 
of women and domestic politics 

In Boston and New York, part of team to introduce Wneaton College to prospective 
students (Will also be part of the group to Keene, NH) 

Consultant to Jayne Giniewicz, Women's Voice scholar, and Carolyn Prigge, FIPSE 
scholar, as well as the committee for the FIPSE student essay contest 

Assisted Bonnie Spanier, Balanced Curriculum Project Associate, with the development 
of project ~valuation questions for faculty and students 



Part of faculty discussion group on feminist theory, a second meeting is 
planned for December 

Talk, sponsored by Women's Voice, Western Images of Women and Reproduction in 
the Third World, Perdita Huston, discussant 

Talk, sponsored by Progressive Alliance, The Politics of Women in Utopia: 
A Feminist View of Women in Guyana 

My regular schedule at Wheaton College is Tuesday and Thursday, 
from early morning ·to late in the evening, and usually one or more other 
days as well. I am enjoying this exciting year v .. z r y much, aud look forward 
to next semester . 

• 

Sincerely, 

> 

Kathleen J. Adams 

- - ---~---------- 

I 



WHEATON 
COLLEGE 

NORTON. MASSACHUSms 02766 
f617l28s-7m 

May 21, 1982 

To the Balanced Curriculum Project Committee: 

In addition to the activities associated with teaching The New 
Scholarship On Women: Women As Scholars In Contemporary Society course 
this spring semester, I have been involved in the following activities. 

Member of Wheaton College's New Scholarship On women team/visitors to 
Colby Sawyer College and Agnes Scott College. 

Participant, panel member in January workshop on teaching the New Scholarship 

Participant in spring semester New Scholarship on Women faculty seminars 

Participant as resource person in Biology Department's New Scholarship 
on Women seminars 

Guest lecturer in Mary Skinner's Religion and Sexuality and Religious 
Utopias classes, and-'i.n Sheila Shaw's class on women and maddness in 
literature. 

Advisor to Women's Voice 

Member of panel of advisors for the Balanced Curriculum student essay contest 

Co-sponsor of Marsha Kola's discussion group on women's issues 

Organized informal discussion between feminist microbiologist Carol Halpern 
and students 

Moderator for panel, The College Classroom: What to Expect, Spring Open 
House program 

Member of student Janet Fletcher's senior thesis corrnnittee 

Resource person for the Balanced Curriculum activities organized by the 
Balanced Curriculum Project Associate 

Thank you for the opportunity to be a part of the Balanced Curriculum 
Project this year. 

Kathleen J. Adams 

I 



WHEATON 
COLLEGE 

NORTON. MASSACHUSETTS 02766 
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November 24, 1981 

To the FIPSE Committee: 

In addition to teaching The New Scholarship on Women: Feminist 
Critiques of the Natural and Social Sciences course, I have participated 
in the following activities this semester. 

Faculty Advisor to Women's Voice, usually attending the weekly meetings 

Faculty seminars on The Balanced Curriculum, prepared the reading list for 
the December session 

One of three faculty contributors to Fred Kollett's computer modeling course, 
I emphasized feminist issues in models of human reproduction and population 
adaptation. A paper co-authored with Barbara Clinger, Mathematics, is in 
preparation as a result of this collaboration. 

Thomas Osborne's Sociology of Religion class visited the New scholarship on 
Women course, and later I explored feminist approaches to the sociological 
study of religion with them during their class meeting. 

Bonnie Spanier, Balanced Curriculum Project Associate, addressed the New 
Scholarship on Women class on issues concerning women as scientists in 
biology. 

Susan Szczepanski, C. L. E. Moore scholar, Mathematics, M. I. T., addressed 
New Scholarship on Women class and subsequently the Methematics faculty and 
students on issues concerning women in the field of mathematics 

Trudy Villar's Introduction to Psychology class attended the New Scholarship 
on Women class to participate in a discussion of feminist views of sociobiology. 

Talk to Eva Stigers' Classics class on the life course and machismo from 
a feminist approach 

Planned lecture exchange with K¢rsti Yllo, Sociology, on the feminist study 
of women and domestic politics 

In Boston and New York, part of team to introduce Wheaton College to prospective 
students (Will also be part of the group to Keene, NH) 

Consultant to Jayne Giniewicz, Women's Voice scholar, and Carolyn Prigge, FIPSE 
scholar, as well as the committee for the FIPSE student essay contest 

Assisted Bonnie Spanier, Balanced Curriculum Project Associate, with the development 
of project evaluation questions for faculty and students 



Part of faculty discussion group on feminist theory, a second meeting is 
planned for December 

Talk, sponsored by Women's Voice, Western Images of Women and Reproduction in 
the Third World, Perdita Huston, discussant 

Talk, sponsored by Progressive Alliance, The Politics of Women in Utopia: 
A Feminist View of Women in Guyana 

My regular schedule at Wheaton College is Tuesday and Thursday, 
from early morning to late in the evening, and usually one or more other 
days as well. I am enjoying this exciting year very much, and look forward 
to next semester. 

Sincerely, 

.> 

Kathleen J. Adams 



December 10, 1981 

TO: FIPSE-PAC Members 

FROM: Carolyn Prigge 

On behalf of the students in the course "New Scholarship On 
Women", I invite you to share with us in an "eva lua t Lon" of our 
class. 

Please come to Knapton 114 on Tuesday, December 15 from 
3:00-3:30 to discuss questions about the impact of this course · 
(and other women's studies courses) on students' lives and.on the 
Wheaton campus in general, 

See you then! 

I 
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October 22, 1982 

TO; The Faculty 

FROM: The Committee on Educational Policy 

RE! Report of the Subcommittee on Non~Departmental and Interdisciplinary Courses 

The Committee on Educational Policy is pleased to forward the enclosed Report, 
submitted by the above Subcommittee. In Ed Polts judgment, it is a good reportt 
logical, substantive, and carefully prepared, 

The Subcommittee's recommendation that ~tunusual or innovative courses" be in 
corporated into a host department (IV, I) makes a good deal of sense, However, 
the second alternative for handling such courses--the creation of a new academic 
department (IV, 2)--seems quite unnecessary, since the Committee on Educational 
Policy can handle the approval and administration of an interdisciplinary course. 
The Committee will not approve a course that does not have a host department, 

The appendices to the Report have been omitted in the interest of economy, They 
are available on request, if anyone should wish to see them, 

,> 

[ 



April 12, 1982 

TO: The Educational Policy Committee 

FROM: Subconnnittee on Non-Departmental and Interdisciplinary Courses 

REPORT 

New areas of study and new approaches to knowledge continue to develop, as they 
have in the past, within the academic world. Usually these are so closely connected 
with disciplines already incorporated into the college departmental framework that 
they naturally fall within and are taken up by one of the existing departments. But 
sometimes suggested courses do not readily fit into the offerings of any one department 
or indeed into those of any department. Yet, since flexibility to introduce or incorporate 
new•subjects and new approaches into the curriculum is important, it may be necessary to 
consider new methods for doing so. 

Our subcommittee was formed on October 30, 1981 and charged (see Appendix· I) with 
examining "current issues and policies regarding the introduction into the curriculum 
of courses that do not fit clearly into the offerings of any single department ••• (and) 
to suggest how such courses may best enter the curriculum; (to study) what procedures 
should be followed in staffing such courses; and to advise as to the proper role of the 
Educational Policy Committee in such matters." 

The charge reflects a concern by the community about the effects of the desirable 
flexibility on the legitimate interests of the several departments, which in the past 
have been the usual originators of courses and initiators of hiring; and on the overall 
control of the curriculum by the faculty as stipulated by the Statutes of the College 
(Article III, Section 3, p. 9): 

.> 
The faculty shall consist of all professors, associate 
professors, assistant professors, such lecturers and 
instructors as have full-time appointments, the Presi 
dent, the Provost, the Dean of the College, .the Director 
of Admission, the Librarian, and such other persons as 
are appointed to the faculty by the President in consul 
tation with a committee designated by the faculty. It 
shall determine the academic policy of the College; shall 
fix the requirements for admission and for degrees, and 
shall decide upon the courses of instruction offeredby 
the various departments. It shall hold at least one 
meeting in each academic year and such others as may be 
called by the President. The faculty may establish 
standing committees and may define their powers and duties 
and the manner of choosing committee members. 

I. Membership 

As originally appointed the subcommittee consisted of Mr. Hacthoun (represent- 
ing the Educational Policy Committee). Mr. Dahl, Miss Norton, Mr. Pastra-Landis, 
Miss Blackwood, and Miss Bodden. To the regret of the subcommittee, Miss Norton, 
who had acted as chairman of the subcommittee, was obliged.to resign because of 
illness. Mr. Chandra was appointed to take her place; Mr. Dahl was elected chairman. 
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II. Method of inquiry and summary of findings 

Soon after its organization the subcommittee sent letters of inquiry, together 
with suggested questions, to the President, the Provost, the chairs of all de 
partments, and the directors of interdepartmental programs soliciting their 
comments and views on non-departmental and interdisciplinary courses. Replies 
were received from the President, Provost, and more than fifteen departments and 
programs. Copies of the letters and questions sent are appended. (see Appendix II) 

The respondents were virtually unanimous in their support of interdepartmental 
courses. They have found that such courses in the past have been extremely success 
ful and gratifying experiences for both students and teachers. Several such courses 
are either being given now or will be given in the coming years. The respondents 
would like to see such experiments encouraged and supported; and they do not envision 
any difficulties in funding, administering, and supervising them. The departments 
involved have offered such courses on a shared basis in the past; the continuance 
of this practice is strongly recommended. 

As for the non-departmental option, both departmental and individual voices, 
with few exceptions, were against opening this avenue for introducing courses. 
There was a strong feeling that virtually every conceivable course could be offer 
ed by one or more of our existing departments. It was imperative, according to 
most respondents, that the Faculty retain control over the contents, procedures, 
quality, and staffing of all courses. Any non-departmental arrangement:was seen 
as possibly undermining this control. 

After full discussion of the replies received, the subcommittee offers some 
general comments and some specific recommendations on how courses that do not 
clearly fit into the offerings of any single department can best be introduced 
into the curriculum ~nd how they can best be staffed. 

III. Comments 

1. Traditionally academic departments have gradually expanded their scope when 
new areas of knowledge have become important. Often, indeed, new departments 
have grown out of old. Such changes can be expected and indeed, when appropri 
ate, encouraged; they can contribute to the desired flexibility. 

2. The answers to our questionnaire clearly indicate that Wheaton has had great 
success with interdepartmental courses--courses which, taught by members of 
regular departments, directly address interdisciplinary concerns. We encourage 
the continuing introduction of such courses according to existing Faculty legis 
lation (See Faculty Legislation/Part Two, Sections II and III) 

IV. Recommendations 

We suggest that special, temporary teaching appointments could be made for the 
specific purpose of teaching unusual or innovative courses. We further suggest 
that there are two avenues by which such courses could enter the credit-bearing 
curriculum--either (1) by incorporation into a host department's offerings or 
(2) under the auspices of a new academic department that might be established 
ror this specific purpose. 
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1. Incorporation into a host department. 

a. Such courses shall be first presented, with the written approval 
of the tentative host department, to the Educational Policy 
Connnittee, which will then, if it so agrees, recommend them to 
the Faculty for approval. 

b. No instructor shall be hired until after the course or courses he 
or she will teach have been approved. 

c. The host department shall be asked to play a role in selecting 
the instructor and shall approve the selection made. 

d. No such instructor shall be appointed for more than two one-year 
appointments unless the Faculty, on the recommendation of the 
Educational Policy Committee and with concurrence of the Provost, 
votes to instate the course as a permanent part of the Wheaton 
curriculum. 

e. No more than two such appointments shall normally be made in any 
one year. 

2. Introduction of courses through a new academic department. 

The second suggestion is the creation of a new academic department. 
It would consist of three senior members of the Wheaton Faculty chosen 
and appointed by the President from a slate of nine nominated by the 
Committee on Committees. The department should equally represent the 
Humanities, Scien6es, and Social Sciences. The three members should 
serve for overlapping three-year terms and should have the following 
responsibilities: 

a. Review and evaluate all proposals for courses found not to be within 
the bounds of one or more existing departments. 

b. Develop, as the need or opportunity arises, proposals for innovative 
courses, concentrations, or programs to be submitted to existing 
departments for support and sponsorship where suitable or, on rare 
occasion, directly to the Committee on Educational Policy. 

c. Petition the Committee on Educational Policy for approval of those 
courses accepted for its sponsorship. 

d. Supervise and administer all such courses which receive approval 
from the Committee on Educational Policy. 

e .. Act, when necessary, as the selecting and supervising department 
for such appointments to the faculty as do not fit clearly or suitably 
into existing departments. We recommend that if the new department 
draws staffing from any existing department, that staffing, unless 
the existing department freely agrees, shall be fully replaced. 
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f. Initiate the selection process only after the proposed courses have 
been approved by the Committee on Educational Policy. 

g. Recommend a maximum of two such appointments to untenurable positions. 

h. Recommend credit for students for independent or seminar work done 
under the direction of special distinguished guests of the college, 
when such credit does not easily fall under the provisions of Faculty 
Legislation, Part II, B, 4. 

V. Conclusion and Final Recommendations 

We believe that by the full use of the four possible modes--two already in 
existence, two to be created--outlined above, the desired flexibility can 
be achieved and innovation encouraged. The subcommittee strongly ·recommends 
that no non-departmental course be sponsored by the suggested new department 
until after other avenues have been explored and found unhelpful. We urge the 
Committee on Educational Policy to forward our full report, together with its 
own recommendations, to the Faculty as a whole for consideration. We feel that, 
since our findings and suggestions have long-term significance and potentially 
concern the interests of all members of the Faculty, the ultimate decision 
should rest with the Faculty as a whole. 
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